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1. Introduction
In the face of ever-growing of biological data at the genome scale (denoted as omics data)
[1,2], investigators of virtually every aspect of biological research are shifting their attention
to massive information extracted from omics data. The ‘omics’ refers to a complete set of bi‐
omolecules, such as DNAs, RNAs, proteins and other molecular entities. Omics data are
produced by high-throughput technologies. At first, these technologies were known as
cDNA microarray [3] and oligonucleotide chips [4]. Then, they were diversely evolved into
ChIP-on-Chip [5] and ChIP-Sequencing [6,7], two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and mass
spectrometry [8] and high-throughput two-hybrid screening [9]. Recently, they are high‐
lighted by next-generation sequencing technologies such as DNA-seq [10] and RNA-seq
[11]. Because of these technological advances, biological information can be quantified in
parallel and on a genome scale, but at a much-reduced cost. Nearly, omics data cover every
aspect of biological information and thus secure the studies being carried out from a ge‐
nome-wise perspective. To name but a few examples, they can be used (i) to catalog the
whole genome within a living organism (genomics), (ii) to monitor the gene expression at
RNA level (transcriptomics) or at protein level (proteomics), (iii) to study the protein-pro‐
tein interactions (interactomics) and transcription factor-DNA binding patterns (regularo‐
mics), and (iv) to characterize DNA or histone modifications exerting on the chromosomes
(epigenomics). These multi-layer omics data not just constitute a global overview of molecu‐
lar constituents, but also provide an opportunity for studying biological mechanisms. In
contrast to conventional reductionism focusing on individual biomolecules, omics ap‐
proaches allow the study of emergent behaviors of biological systems. This conceptual ad‐
vance has led to the advent of systems biology [12], an interdisciplinary research field with
the ultimate goal of in silico modeling of biological systems.
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Figure 1. Reanalysis of three different sets of omics data by the reorganized CPPs. (A) Transcriptome evolution in
mammalian organs. Sammon mapping onto the first two components is displayed in the top panel. Each dot corre‐
sponds to one of 36 samples, color-encoded based on their organ origins for the better visualization. The reorganized
CPPs are shown in the bottom panel. Each component plane illustrates the sample-specific transcriptome map and is
placed within a two-dimensional rectangular lattice (framed in black). Within each component plane, genes with the
same or similar expression patterns are mapped to the same or nearby map nodes. When zooming out to look at be‐
tween-planes/samples relationships, samples with the similar expression profiles are placed closer to each other. The
title above each plane is texted in abbreviation and marked in color. The meanings of these abbreviations and colors
are described in the middle panel. (B) Regularome of multiple transcription factors in embryonic stem cells. The reor‐
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ganized CPPs not only display regularome of each of 14 transcription factors, but also reveal their relationships by
geometric closeness within the two-dimensional rectangular lattice. (C) Transcriptome profiling in cancer classifica‐
tion. The transcriptome similarities and distinctions among 38 leukemia samples are visualized by the reorganized
CPPs. The dotted lines are used to intuitively indicate the boundary between the AML-ALL separation, and within the
ALL, the boundary between its two subtypes (i.e., the ALL_B and ALL_T). Since each sample class occupies distinctive
regions within the two-dimensional rectangular lattice, the sample labels are texted uniformly as indicated. AML:
acute myeloid leukemia; ALL: acute lymphoblastic leukemia; ALL_B: B-cell ALL; ALL_T: T-cell ALL.
Today, all areas of biological science are confronted with ever-increasing amounts of omics
data whereas interpretations of the data appear to lag far behind the rate of data accumula‐
tion [13]. It is largely due to a lack of understanding the complexity of the data, and is also
partially explained by algorithms being applied inappropriately. For example, transcrip‐
tome data are tabulated as gene expression matrix, measuring expression levels of genes
against experimental samples. Two factors limit the power of many conventional multivari‐
ate statistical methods. First, gene expression matrix contains data with low signal-to-noise
ratio and missing values as well. Second, such matrix usually involves tens of thousands of
genes but a much smaller number of samples, known as ‘small sample sizes relative to huge
gene volumes’. To overcome the limitations of conventional algorithms, bringing human in‐
telligence into the data processing represents a crucial factor for the discovery of bona fide
relationships between genes or samples, in which visual control is indispensible. Interesting‐
ly, early pioneered efforts on transcriptome data mining were primarily focused on data or‐
ganization and visualization [14,15].
Visual inspection represents a crucial aspect in omics data mining, providing many poten‐
tial benefits. However, such potential benefits are largely limited by using conventional al‐
gorithms such as hierarchical and K-mean clustering. Instead, we use the vector space
model to conceptually express omics data. This model allows biological molecules (e.g.,
genes) to be automatically organized into data clouds in the virtual reality environment
based on their numerical values across all samples tested. Take transcriptome data as an ex‐
ample, wherein each gene activity pattern (e.g., gene expression pattern) across N related
samples could be referred to as a data point in an N-dimensional hyperspace. Tens of thou‐
sands of such data points would therefore form data clouds in the space. Accordingly, the
methods used for the gene clustering or the projection/visualization of output results should
respect the ‘natural’ structure of input expression matrix, that is, to preserve the shape and
density (collectively called ‘topological structure’) of the data. Notably, the more similar ac‐
tivity the genes exhibit, the closer geometric space they occupy. Exploring geometric rela‐
tionships in a topology-preserving manner provides a natural basis for discovering
biologically meaningful knowledge. Such topological preservation is of particular signifi‐
cance at the exploratory phase of omics data mining since a priori knowledge of the data
structure is usually unknown.
The self-organizing map (SOM), as a learning algorithm [16], appears to be suitable for top‐
ology-preserving analysis of multi-dimensional data. In an interactive manner, the SOM
summarizes the input data by vector quantization (VQ) and simultaneously carries out
topological preserving projection by vector projection (VP). More importantly, optimization
of neighborhood kernels may control the extent to which the VP influences the VQ. For the
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sake of human-centric visualization, this algorithm usually produces a regular two-dimen‐
sional hexagonal grid of map nodes. Each map node is associated with a prototype vector in
the high-dimensional space, collectively forming the codebook matrix. In terms of gene ac‐
tivity matrix (such as gene expression matrix) as input, the SOM produces a map, wherein
(i) genes with the same or similar activity patterns (i.e., gene activity vectors) are mapped to
the same or nearby map nodes, (ii) the density of genes mapped to this two-dimensional
map follows the data density in the high-dimensional space. When all map nodes are color-
encoded according to values in each component of prototype vectors, the resulting compo‐
nent map (or called ‘component plane’ due to a regular shape of the map [17]) can be used
as a sample-specific presentation of gene activities. Based on this scheme, we have applied a
method of component plane presentations (CPPs) to visualize microarray data analysis [18].
In essence, the CPPs take advantage of the visual benefits of the ordered SOM map to illus‐
trate the codebook matrix in a sample-specific fashion.
In addition, we here aim to formally introduce a SOM-centric analytical pipeline, an exten‐
sion to our previously proposed approaches [19], for in-depth mining of biological informa‐
tion. At the core is the plasticity of SOM neighborhood kernels in preserving local versus
global topology of the input data to a varied degree. The remainder of this chapter is organ‐
ized as follows. First,  we will  introduce the reorganized CPPs, originally called ‘compo‐
nent plane reorganization’ for correlation hunting [20], and illustrate the visual benefits in
characterizing omics data of various types. Then, we will give a timeline review of the SOM
in the context of its past applications in omics data. After that, we will focus on our pro‐
posed pipeline. Through a representative real-world case of transcriptome changes during
early human organogenesis, we will provide a tutorial overview of how this pipeline can
be used for the simultaneous visualizations of genes and samples, topology-preserving gene
selection and clustering, and the temporal expression-active sub-network detection. Final‐
ly, we will conclude this chapter along with the future directions of the pipeline for the
further developments.
2. The reorganized CPPs and the potential benefits for visualizing omics
data of various types
As demonstrated in many applications [21-28], the CPPs enable straightforward and wide‐
spread use. They allow users to interpret omics data in a sample-specific fashion but with‐
out loss of information on tens of thousands of genes (still visible but being clustered and
orderly organized). Very often users tend to mistake CPPs as microarray chips. It suggests
the importance of sample-specific visualization of omics data from the biologists’ point of
view. Instead of the correction, we can further interpret the CPPs as a related set of microar‐
ray chips, in which probes (representing genes to be measured) are artificially reconfigured
according to their patterns. Such metaphor might increase the circulation of the CPPs and
thus the SOM within the omics community. Another way for increasing the circulation is to
further improve the CPPs by adding new functionalities.
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Since the SOM algorithm is robust to the missing data and rare outliers, the codebook matrix
is not just an approximation to the input matrix, but can be more useful than previously
thought. For instance, the codebook matrix can be further used to explore relationships be‐
tween samples. It is an equivalent of reorganizing component planes by placing similar
component planes closer to each other. Such reorganization can be realized by using a new
SOM map (usually a rectangular lattice on a two-dimensional map) to train component
plane vectors (i.e., column-wide vectors of output codebook matrix). To ensure the unique
placement, each component plane mapped to this rectangular lattice can be determined in
an order from the best matched to the next compromised one. Comparing to the ordinary
ones, the CPPs being reorganized in such a way are rich in the information revealed; genes
and samples can be simultaneously visualized in a single display. The organized CPPs are
easier to interpret, especially when the number of samples (i.e., component planes) is rela‐
tively large and the relationships between samples are unclear. To give a sense of such visu‐
al benefits, we provide three examples involving omics data generated by different high-
throughput technologies (Figure 1).
2.1. Transcriptome evolution in mammalian organs
Comparative study of different organs or of different species can be a useful approach for
the insights into transcriptome features underlying phenotypic changes [29]. To demon‐
strate the power of our analysis tools in this regard, we first selected a recently published
dataset comprising 13,277 one-to-one orthologous genes across six primates, each with six
organs [30]. The data were generated by the RNA-seq technology, and expression levels
were quantified by reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads (RPKM).
These reads were normalized across species/tissues on the basis of rank-conserved genes,
followed by logarithm transformation. The higher the normalized and transformed RPKM
indicates the higher expression levels. We projected samples onto two-dimensional space by
Sammon mapping [31]. As showed in the top panel of Figure 1A, samples are grouped to‐
gether according to the tissue origins except for the neural tissues (i.e. brain and cerebel‐
lum), which is slightly better than the originally published results using principle
component analysis. When the reorganized CPPs were used instead, more informative rela‐
tionships were revealed just by visual inspection (the bottom panel of Figure 1A). First, each
component plane provides a sample-specific transcriptome map (rather than a dot). Second,
samples are better separated even for the neural tissues. Last but not the least, there is much
room left to label the samples; the species origins can be titled/colored above each plane. To
conclude, the reorganized CPPs permit the direct comparisons of cross-species transcrip‐
tome evolution within the same tissue and cross-tissue trancriptome changes within the
same species as well.
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2.2. Regularome of multiple transcription factors in embryonic stem cells
Characterizing transcription factor (TF) binding sits from a genome-wise scale is the key to
the understanding of pluripotency and reprogramming [32]. Also, such an approach has
been widely used in various biological investigations. To further illustrate the visual benefits
of using the SOM and the reorganized CPPs, we chose a second dataset generated by the
ChIP-seq technology, which contained binding sites of 14 TFs at the promoter regions of
17,442 genes in mouse [33]. TF-gene association scores were calculated to estimate the
strength of binding, with higher scores implying higher chance of a gene (in rows) being tar‐
geted by a TF (in columns). As shown in Figure 1B, the visual inspection of the reorganized
CPPs suggests several features associated with this multiple TF regularome dataset: (i) bind‐
ing profiles of five TFs (i.e., Nanog, Sox2, Oct4, Smad1 and STAT3) are similar both in the
number and strength of target genes, being exclusively located into the bottom-right corner;
(ii) another four TFs (i.e., n-Myc, c-Myc, Klf4 and Zfx) share much more common binding
profiles than the rest, and are placed together; (iii) when examining regularome of two TFs
(i.e., E2f1 and Suz12), their component planes are far apart, which is consistent with the ob‐
servation that their binding profiles are mutually exclusive. Unlike the original publication,
the reorganized CPPs spotlight these prominent features under a single informative display.
2.3. Transcriptome profiling in cancer classification
Cancer classification based on transcriptome profiling is one of the most popular applica‐
tions [34]. For this regard, we chose a third dataset generated by oligonucleotide chip, con‐
sisting of 5,000 genes expressed at 38 leukemia samples [35]. These samples include 11 acute
myeloid leukemia (AML) and 27 acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) that can be further
sub-typed into 19 B-cell ALL (ALL_B) and 8 T-cell ALL (ALL_T). This dataset is typically
used as classification benchmark to evaluate the performance of the methods being tested.
Here we used it for the reorganized CPPs to visualize three known classes and their boun‐
daries. Figure 1C intuitively displays the AML-ALL distinction, each occupying its own
landscape (AML on the right and ALL at the left). Within the ALL-occupied landscape, the
partition between ALL-B and ALL-T can also be observed despite the fact that this bench‐
mark dataset contains sample outliers (probably due to incorrect diagnosis of ALL samples).
Since the cancer is a highly heterogeneous population with ambiguous boundary for the
subpopulations/subtypes, the information provided by visualized data both in genes and
samples is fairly important for the cancer classification and the identification of subtype-spe‐
cific molecular signatures as well.
3. Timeline of the SOM-based applications in omics data mining
The SOM, originally proposed by Kohonen [36], is a special instance of artificial neural net‐
works (ANNs) as an competitive learning algorithm inspired by the cortex of human brain.
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Unlike other ANNs, a unique feature of SOM is that it can use neighborhood kernels to pre‐
serve and also control the topological structure of high-dimensional input data [16]. For this
reason, the SOM has become a valuable tool and primary choice for visualizing and charac‐
terizing a relatively massive amount of data. Announced by Kohonen in the WSOM 2011
conference, there are already over 10,000 scientific papers published using SOM. The major
contributions to this huge publication list come from its broad applications in engineering,
economics and biomedicine [37,38].
Literature surveys of the bibliography suggest the existence of three periods, which can be
used to summarize the past developments and applications of the SOM in multidimensional
omics data. Namely, they are the opening, maturing, and turning periods along the timeline
ahead. The opening period last from the year 1999 to 2001, in which the SOM was widely
introduced into the field of genomics research. It attracted a great deal of interest by its su‐
periority. Compared to other existing methods such as hierarchical clustering [14] at that
time, it was scalable to large datasets, and was robust to noise and outliers. Also, two factors
could explain the sudden popularity. At very end of the last century, there was a great need
to develop effective tools for the extraction of the inherent biological information from ex‐
plosive gene expression data. Another factor is that, although mathematically hard to under‐
stand, the computational implementation of the SOM algorithm was just available for the
practical use, together with user-friendly documentations regarding data pre-processing,
training and post-processing [17,39-41]. The following years (2002-2004) could be considered
as the maturing period. During this period, biologists realized that it could be misleading
without knowing the context of omics data. Accordingly, special attentions were given to
visual potentials of the SOM when analyzing omics data. Also, numerous attempts were
made to solve the problems associated with the algorithm itself, such as the requirements of
pre-defined cluster numbers and the doubts on stability of clusters obtained. From the year
2005 on, the fewer advances have been achieved in gene expression data applications, al‐
though several combinations with other methods have also been reported. It can be ex‐
plained by the shift from emphasis on the numeric gene expression data to the nonnumeric
sequenced genomic data. This shift discourages the direct application of the SOM, and sev‐
eral variants of the SOM were instead tried. For these reasons, we call the third as the turn‐
ing period. In the rest of this section, we will give a fair review of these three periods by
focusing on successful applications and innovative improvements in the context of omics
data mining.
3.1. Opening period by emerging gene expression data analysis
The SOM was first applied to interpret gene expression data of hematopoietic differentiation
[15]. In the same year, several applications in other biological systems were also reported.
These included the use of the SOM to analyze and visualize yeast gene expression data dur‐
ing diauxic shift [42], to process the developmental gene expression data during metamor‐
phosis in Drosophila [43], and to discover and predict cancer classes based on gene
expression data [35]. Thereafter, the exploratory nature of the SOM for the use was exploited
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in the context of gene expression data analysis [44,45]. In addition to expression data, the
SOM was also proved as a powerful tool to characterize horizontally transferred genes by
looking at the codon usage patterns of bacterial genomic data [46,47].
3.2. Maturing period for algorithm optimizations and improvements
Visual advantages of the SOM were systematically demonstrated in revealing relationships
among genes of known functional classes [48], classifying tissues of different origins [49]
and tumor origins [50], and both [51]. In particular, component plane-based visualizations
were much appreciated [18,51-53]. As illustrated in the previous section, our experience of
using reordered CPPs started with microarray data analysis. Such sample-specific presenta‐
tions are intuitive to biologists, because it is straightforward to interpret biological signifi‐
cances of genes (being clustered) with respect to each sample [18]. Another major
improvement during this period was the development of SOM variants, as highlighted by
adaptive double SOM [54] and hierarchical dynamic SOM [55], to address the issue of how
to identify unknown/consistent cluster number. The adaptive double SOM adapts its free
parameters during the training process to find consistent cluster number, while hierarchical
dynamic SOM uses growing SOM to hierarchically improve the clustering process. To ac‐
count for the random initial conditions and to assess clustering stability, a generic strategy
called resampling-based consensus clustering was also proposed to represent the consensus
over multiple runs of the SOM algorithm with random restart [56]. Unfortunately, perform‐
ance evaluations showed that consensus clustering for the SOM produced slightly worse re‐
sults than that for the hierarchical clustering, and both were overtaken by another method
based on nonnegative matrix factorization [57]. Using the SOM for the biological sequence
analysis were also attempted, including the nonvectorial SOM algorithm for the clustering
and visualization of a large protein sequences [58], the partitioning of similar protein se‐
quences for the subsequent conserved local motif prediction [59], hidden genome signature
visualization [60] and gene prediction [61].
3.3. Turning period with the emphasis on the nonnumeric data and the combination of
the SOM with other methods
One of active attempts to analyze the DNA sequences was TF binding site identification
[62] and sequence motif discovery [63],  both using sequence motif representations as in‐
put vectors. Such DNA motif identifications were recently improved by using a heteroge‐
neous node model [64].  Several variants of the SOM were reported to analyze microbial
metagenomes for clustering and visualizing taxonomic groups. With the DNA oligonucleo‐
tide frequencies as input, emergent SOM was used for the increase in the projection reso‐
lution  [65,66],  growing  SOM  was  used  for  speed  improvements  [67,68],  and  the  main
parameters of the SOM were studied for the accuracy [69]. Using other representations of
genomic sequences  was also  reported in  the  hyperbolic  SOM [70].  TaxSOM implement‐
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ing the growing SOM and batch-learning SOM [71,72] was recently made available for the
ease of use [73]. In terms of gene expression data, combinations with other methods were
actively studied. The SOM was used as a data-filtering to improve classification perform‐
ance of the support vector machine [74]. Multi-level SOM of SOM was proposed to deter‐
mine the cluster number [75]. Minimum spanning tree and ensemble resampling were also
employed to post-process the SOM for automatic clustering [76]. The combination of the
SOM and the singular value decomposition (SVD) was suggested by us for topology-pre‐
serving gene selection [19].
4. A SOM-centric pipeline and its tutorial for the in-depth mining of
transcriptome changes during early human organogenesis
The aforementioned three examples clearly show that the SOM with the reorganized CPPs
enables straightforward and widespread use in a variety of omics data. From previous ap‐
plications, a lesson can be learned that the popularity of the SOM during the opening period
is not merely driven by the explosive gene expression data, but is also attributable to the
availability of algorithm implementation and tutorial documentations. Accordingly, we at‐
tempt to develop a SOM-centric pipeline for maximizing its beneficial potentials in visualiz‐
ing, selecting and clustering multidimensional omics data. Briefly, the implementation of
pipeline starts with the preparation of data, in the form of gene activity matrix, to record bi‐
ological activities of a large number of genes (rows) against related samples (columns). It is
always advisable to pre-process raw data, such as normalization by rows and/or columns,
and logarithmic transformation to approximate normal distribution. After that, it is highly
recommended to simultaneously visualize genes and samples by the reorganized CPPs;
these dual visualizations aim to effectively characterize data structure and to visually moni‐
tor data quality. Hybrid SOM-SVD is applied for topology-preserving gene selection, while
the distance matrix-based clustering of the SOM (a special type of a SOM-based two-phase
gene clustering) is used for topology-preserving gene clustering. The obtained genes clus‐
ters can facilitate many aspects of biological interpretations by applying enrichment analysis
to examine whether clustered genes share functional, regulatory, or phenotypic characteris‐
tics. Also, the dominant patterns revealed by SOM-SVD can facilitate the graph mining tools
for detecting temporal expression-active subnetworks. To demonstrate these multifaceted
functionalities of this SOM-centric pipeline, we provide a tutorial overview of in-depth min‐
ing transcriptome changes during early human organogenesis, together with the necessary
details of the underlying algorithms and the biological explanations.
Prior to the tutorial, it is necessary to clarify the technical issues with respect to the SOM
used here. In terms of the SOM topology, the map size is heuristically determined based on
the input training data, as suggested by the MATLAB SOM toolbox [77]. During the SOM
training, the map is linearly initialized along two greatest eigenvectors of the input data.
Then, map nodes compete to win the input data, followed by updating the winner node and
its topological neighbors. This iterative training is implemented using the batch algorithm
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and contains two phases: rough phase and fine-tuning phase. To increase the reproducibility
of the trained map, we purposely prolong the fine-turning phase until the successive fine-
tunings reach a steady state; the quality of the SOM map (i.e., average quantization error
and topographic error) does not change any more. Among various parameters associated
with the SOM training, the neighborhood kernel is the most important one because it dic‐
tates the final topology of the trained map. In addition to the commonly used Gaussian
function (see Equation 1), others, such as Epanechikov function (see Equation 2), Gut-gaussi‐
an function and Bubble function, can also be chosen depending on the tasks [77]. From the
mathematical definitions as well as the practical comparisons using the same test of data, we
have observed that Epanechikov neighborhood kernel puts more emphasis on local topolog‐
ical relationships than the other threes, suitable for the use in gene selection. On the other
extreme, the Gaussian neighborhood kernel preserves global topology relationships to the
most extent, and thus is ideal for the use in global gene clustering and visualization. As
demonstrated below, the dual strengths of the SOM in preserving both local and global
topological properties (via choosing different neighborhood kernels) can optimize the data
processing from multi-aspects.
h ci(t)=max{0, 1− r→ c − r→ i 2σ 2(t) } (1)
h ci(t)=exp(− r→ c − r→ i 22σ 2(t) ) (2)
where the positive integer σ(t) defines the width of the kernel at training time t, and r→ c and
r→ i are respectively the location vectors of the winner node c and a node i on the two-dimen‐
sional SOM map grid.
4.1. Simultaneous visualizations of genes and samples
In our previous work [27], we have analyzed transcriptome data during early human orga‐
nogenesis (hORG), which involves human embryos at six consecutive stages (Carnegie
stages 9-14, S9-S14) with three replicates for each. Here, we use it for pipeline tutorials and
for demonstrations on further improvements. After normalization and pre-filtering, the
gene expression matrix contains expression values of 5,441 genes (in rows) × 18 samples (in
columns; six developmental stages S9-S14 in triplicate R1-R3 for each) (available at the sup‐
plemental Table 1 in the original publication [27]). To account for variance stabilization and
to focus on the relative expression across the samples, we further pre-process this matrix by
base-2 logarithm transformation and the row-wise centering. From the hORG matrix, the
gene expression vectors are input for the SOM training with the Epanechikov neighborhood
kernel and the grid of 360 (30 × 12) hexagonal nodes. Each column of SOM codebook matrix
corresponds to one component plane. The column-wise component plane vectors are then
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used to train a new SOM with the Gaussian neighborhood kernel (see [2]) and the grid of 40
(5 × 8) rectangular nodes. The placement of a component plane is determined in a sequential
rank from the best-matching node (BMN) to the second BMN and so on (using Pearson cor‐
relation coefficients as the similarity metric). The above process repeats until all the compo‐
nent planes find the non-overlapping location in the rectangular lattice. As shown in Figure
2B, the reorganized CPPs enhance the visual convenience by placing component planes in a
biologically meaningful manner. The relative geometric distance intuitively illustrates the
correlations within the three replicates and across the six developmental stages. Remarka‐
bly, such simultaneous visualizations of genes and samples reveal developmental trajectory
in the transcriptome landscape of early human organogenesis.
Figure 2. A tutorial on the simultaneous visualizations of genes and samples by the reorganized CPPs, and topology-
preserving gene selection through the SOM-SVD. (A) The reorganized CPPs of transcriptome changes during early hu‐
man organogenesis. Each component plane illustrates a sample-specific transcriptome map. Sample similarities and
differences are also illustrated by the extent to which component planes are geometrically related to each other. Ow‐
ing to simultaneous visualizations of genes and samples, the dotted line can be intuitively drawn to denote the devel‐
opmental trajectory. (B) Decomposition of the SOM codebook matrix by SVD. This codebook matrix is linearly
decomposed into three matrices of U, S and VT. Values of eigensamples (columns of U), eigenexpressions (on-diagonal
entries of S) and eigenvectors (rows of VT) are color-encoded as indicated by bar underneath. (C) SOM node selection
by false discovery rate (FDR) to account for multiple hypothesis tests. Bars on the left illustrate the relative contribution
(in relative to the overall variation) of observed eigenvectors (filled in black) and randomized eigenvectors (filled in
gray) from a randomization. The dominant eigenvectors are selected if their observed relative expression is larger than
the maximum of random relative eigenexpression (as indicated by the vertical dotted line). On the right displays the
SOM grid map with nodes being selected (in heavy gray) or not (in white) under the threshold of FDR as indicated.
4.2. Topology-preserving gene selection
In our recent work [19], we have developed hybrid SOM-SVD for topology-preserving selec‐
tion of genes that show statistically significant changes in expression. Unlike conventional
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arbitrary or manual gene selection procedures, this approach permits the entire gene selec‐
tion process to be realized automatically and on the basis of statistical inference. Through
comparisons with other methods, this approach has demonstrated to be more effective in se‐
lecting cell cycle genes with a characteristic period. Also, the gene selection by hybrid SOM-
SVD can facilitate the downstream clustering analysis, as direct application of the clustering
method on unselected data may distort the topology of global clustering [19].
Figure 3. A tutorial on topology-preserving gene clustering by the distance matrix-based clustering of the SOM. (A)
The CPPs of the SOM outputs using the input of the gene expression matrix selected by SOM-SVD. (B) Ideogram illus‐
tration of six gene clusters on a SOM grid map. The cluster index is marked in the seed node. From each seed node,
the corresponding cluster is obtained through a region growing procedure. (C) Bar-graph display of SOM outputs in
seed nodes. (D) Significant functional, regulatory and phenotypic features associated with gene clusters.
The hORG tabulated gene expression matrix (5,441 genes × 18 samples) is first subjected to
non-linear transformation using the SOM algorithm with the Epanechikov neighbourhood
kernel and the grid of 360 (30 × 12) hexagonal nodes. The resultant codebook matrix (i.e., 360
nodes in rows × 18 samples in columns) serves as an intermediate format for pattern recog‐
nition by SVD (Figure 2B). It is sequentially followed by two dominant eigenvector selec‐
tion, SVD subspace projection and distance statistic construction, significant node
assessment using the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure for multiple hypothesis tests, and
finally the selection of significant nodes and their genes as defined by the BMN (Figure 2C).
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A total of 2,148 genes are selected under an FDR cutoff of 0.1. The selected gene expression
matrix (2,148 genes × 18 samples) forms the characteristic matrix, which can be used for fur‐
ther clustering analysis. Notably, the motivations behind the combination of the SOM with
the SVD are: (i) the separation of features and artifacts by the SOM training with the Epane‐
chikov neighbourhood kernel, (ii) the pattern recognition of features and artifacts by SVD
decomposition, and (iii) the statistical selection of features by the FDR.
4.3. Topology-preserving gene clustering
Gene clustering in a topology-preserving manner is implemented using a SOM-based two-
phase clustering algorithm that takes into account SOM neighborhoods. In the first phase,
the gene expression vectors (preferably from gene expression matrix selected by SOM-SVD)
are trained by SOM with the Gaussian neighbourhood kernel to better preserve the topology
of the data. In the second phase, the resultant SOM map is divided into a set of clusters us‐
ing a region growing procedure. By calculating the SOM distance matrix from U-matrix (i.e.,
distances between each map node and its neighbors) [78], this procedure starts with local
minima of distance matrix as seeds, followed by the assignment of the remaining nodes to
their corresponding clusters [79]. Like other hierarchical agglomerative or k-means partitive
algorithms used at the second phase [40], this distance matrix-based algorithm can reduce
the complexity of the clustering task from tens of thousands of genes to the hundreds of no‐
des in the SOM map. Unlike others, this distance matrix-based clustering of the SOM ena‐
bles more reliable estimates of gene clusters in a topology-preserving manner. In our
previous work [19], we have shown that, for the same data as input, using k-means cluster‐
ing at the second phase could not result in topology-preserving gene clusters. Also, we have
demonstrated the preferential use of the SOM-SVD gene selection ahead of the topology-
preserving gene clustering. Otherwise, it would distort the topology of global clustering
when directly applying on the unselected data.
Therefore, the gene expression matrix of 2,148 genes × 18 samples, as selected by the SOM-
SVD, is used as input for the SOM-based two-phase gene clustering. Specifically, the input
data is first trained using the SOM with 220 (22 × 10) nodes and Gaussian neighborhood ker‐
nel, and the SOM codebook matrix is displayed by CPPs in Figure 3A. The trained map is
then divided using the region growing procedure. As showed in Figure 3B, the map nodes
at the second phase of the gene clustering are continuously organized into six clusters ac‐
cording to neighborhood relationships and without any pre-knowledge of data structure.
Since the seed nodes are identified as local minima (i.e., cluster centres), the pattern seen in a
seed node can be viewed as the average expression pattern of genes mapped to that seed.
More loosely, it can also be approximated as the overall pattern in the gene cluster obtained
from the seed. As show in Figure 3C, seeds in clusters 1-4 display gradually decreasing ex‐
pression patterns, while those for clusters 5-6 have gradual increasing pattern in expression.
More importantly, gene clusters facilitate the downstream biological interpretations based
on the paradigm of ‘coexpression-cofunction-coregulation’. Such interpretations are coupled
with external biological annotations such as Gene Ontology (GO) [80], conserved TF binding
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sites (in the form of positional weighted matrix) from the UCSC Genome Browser database
[81] and mammalian phenotype ontology [82]. Using these diverse annotations, enrichment
analysis is conducted to identify functional, regulatory and phenotypic features that are
shared by genes being clustered together. Figure 4D lists shared features associated with
each gene cluster. Genes in clusters 1-3 are functionally related to cellular metabolism and
homeostasis, are possibly regulated by survival-related transcription factors, and are largely
linked to embryonic lethality and abnormal embryogenesis. By contrast, genes in cluster 5-6
are functionally involved in the establishment of organ morphogenesis, are regulated by or‐
ganogenesis-specific TFs, and are primarily linked to postnatal lethality and diverse organ/
system defects.
Figure 4. A tutorial on temporal expression-active subnetwork detection by jActiveModules. The Cytoscape plug-in
jActiveModules, as a subgraph-searching tool, requires the input of both a user-predefined network being searched
against and a gene-specific metric to measure the significance of expression change (top-right corner). For the net‐
work to be input, the existing protein physical interaction databases such as BIND, DIP, IntAct, HPRD, Reactome can be
compiled together, which can be further complemented by the functional interactions from the database like STRING
to improve the network coverage. For the temporal change measure, the dominant eigenvectors identified by SOM-
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SVD analysis can be used (top-left corner). As suggested here, it consists of three steps, including gene projection onto
the subspace spanning dominant eigenvectors, distance statistic construction, significant gene assessment through
multiple hypothesis tests for FDR calculation. The gene-specific FDR is then used as the significance of expression
change. With both data as input, jActiveModules uses the simulated annealing to detect expression-active subnet‐
works containing genes with expression patterns highly similar to dominant eigenvectors as identified by SOM-SVD
analysis. The middle-right panel displays the detected temporal expression-active subnetwork, the layout of which is
reconfigured according to subcellular localization. By overlaying gene expression data from each of 18 samples (i.e.,
three replicates R1-R3 in rows × six stages S9-S14 in columns) onto the subnetwork, each plane (such as S13_R2 as
highlighted in dot lines) illustrates sample-specific subnetwork with genes/nodes color-encoded based on their ex‐
pression values as indicated underneath (bottom panel). Similar to the CPPs, such plane visualization permits the mon‐
itoring of the subnetwork expression changes, indicative of this subnetwork activity being dynamically changed
during early human organogenesis.
4.4. Temporal expression-active subnetwork detection
A temporal expression-active subnetwork is the connected region of an interactome/
network, constrained by that this subnetwork should contain genes that show significant
changes in expression over a biological process. Such active subnetworks can bring the val‐
ue of omics data into the higher level. Biologically, genes do not act alone but are intercon‐
nected into cohesive networks. Methodologically, the integration of two or more sources of
omics data can increase the chance of identifying biologically meaningful knowledge than
either data source. Temporal expression-active subnetworks can be viewed as the integra‐
tion of the context-independent interactome (static, unionizing all possible interactions) and
the context-specific transcriptome (dynamic, involving only genes being expressed under
the conditions). The Cytoscape plug-in jActiveModules [83] is one of algorithms that have
been successfully used for identifying expression-active subnetworks. In addition to a user-
predefined network, it also requires the input of a gene-specific metric to measure the signif‐
icance of expression change. This method is effective for the transcriptome data obtained
from the ‘case-control’ experimental design because the significance of expression change
can be evaluated by testing the differences. In a time-series setting, however, this method
can be problematic. Although any two-successive expression change can result in the corre‐
sponding expression-active subnetworks, these subnetworks may not overlap at all and ig‐
nore the temporal dependency. It is appealing to identify subnetworks that are cohesively
active across the whole time series. For the use of jActiveModules in this purpose, we pro‐
pose to calculate a gene-specific FDR as a measure of significance in temporal expression.
The basic idea is to weigh genes according to their similarity with dominant eigenvectors (as
identified by SOM-SVD). Similar to the calibration strategy, genes with expression pattern
similar to the dominant eigenvector expression are up-weighed; otherwise down-weighed.
Schematic flowchart in Figure 4 illustrates a temporal expression-active subnetwork during
early human organogenesis. Brief explanations can be found in the legend. Here, we only
detail the steps of how to calculate the gene-specific FDR from gene expression matrix (de‐
noted as M with G genes × N samples) and the L dominant eigenvectors (e.g., the first 2
dominant eigenvectors identified by SOM-SVD analysis in Figure 2). Let x→  be gene expres‐
sion vector, and ℜL be SVD subspace spanning by the L dominant eigenvectors. We project
x→ ontoℜL , obtaining projection vectorq→ ∈ℜL . InℜL , we compute the Euclidian distance
(distance statistic, DS) of projection vector q→  away from the coordinate-wise zero point. The
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DS measures similarity between gene expression and the dominant eigenvector expression,
with the larger value indicating the higher similarity. When comparing multiple hypothesis
tests simultaneously, we assess statistical significance of gene-specific DS by a method of
FDR, described as follows. For the matrix M, we first use the above procedure to obtain a list
of DS, being ranked asDSr1≤DSr2≤ ⋯ ≤DSrG. Then, obtain b = 1, …, B randomized matrix M
b, which is generated by randomly permuting matrix M in both row and column directions.
Analogously, compute projection values of randomized gene expression vector x→ b on the
chosen L dominant eigenvectors to obtain projection vector and calculate the distance statis‐
tic DS b, and rank the distances:DSr1b ≤DSr2b ≤ ⋯ ≤DSrGb . Finally, assess statistical significance
in terms of FDR for each gene. For the ri th gene as ordered, compute the number of genes
called significant (rG – ri + 1), and the median number of genes falsely called significant by
calculating the median number of genes among each of the B sets of reference data, whose
DSrjbsatisfy:DSrjb≥DSri, j = 1, …, G. Thus, FDR for the ri th ordered gene is quantized as the
median number of falsely called genes divided by the number of genes called significant.
5. Conclusion
A great number of advances in the SOM have been made during the past decades. The ap‐
plications in the omics data mining are largely driven by the persuasive gene expression da‐
ta, as well as by the availability of the user-friendly tools. The ongoing applications are to
analyze the nonnumeric genomic sequenced data, probably combined with other existing
methods. In principle, the same SOM procedures could also be applied to the nonnumeric
sequenced data, if these sequenced data could be numerically transformed in an appropriate
way (such as regularome data illustrated in Figure 1B). We envisage that these massive
omics data, whether be quantified numerically or not, offer an unprecedented opportunity
for the next-wave applications of the SOM. It requires the better appreciation of its dual
strengths in preserving both local and global topological properties through adjusting
neighborhood functions. To guide towards this direction, we have extended our previous
approach into a SOM-centric pipeline, and through a real-world transcriptome data, have
demonstrated its practical usefulness in achieving multifaceted functionalities. Below, we
discuss future directions for further improvements.
Owing to the advantage in simultaneously displaying genes and samples, the reorganized
CPPs have been demonstrated powerful for use in a variety of omics data (Figure 1). As an
improvement to the ordinary CPPs, geometric location within a rectangular lattice has been
utilized to reveal natural relationships between samples. At the current state, the ambiguous
boundary is identified by visual inspection (Figure 1C). In the future, an automatic proce‐
dure is needed to avoid any subjective intervention from human. Another issue regarding
the reorganized CPPs is limited space left for displaying component planes, especially when
hundreds of samples are involved. One of the possible solutions is to use the tree-like struc‐
ture [84]. The tree-structured is a natural way to link together component planes that have
been clustered into different groups. Each node of the tree is a set of component planes vi‐
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sualized by the reorganized CPPs. Further efforts in this direction can increase the value of
the reorganized CPPs in transcriptome profiling-based cancer classifications.
Another promising direction is to improve the stability of the gene clusters obtained by
SOM-based two-phase clustering algorithm. The obtained clusters not only depend on ran‐
dom variations in the data, which has been reduced through the SOM-SVD gene selection
(Figure 2), but also the stochastic nature of the SOM algorithm. As a result, distance matrix
from U-matrix would differ from multiple runs, which will affect the determination of the
seed nodes (i.e., local minima of distance matrix; Figure 3). The strategies like consensus
clustering [56] could be used for the improvements.
The use of the SOM in network-level interpretations of omics data is poorly attempted in the
literature. We have showed such possibility of aiding in temporal expression-active subnet‐
work detections (Figure 4). However, the SOM here only plays an indirect role. It has been
reported to be used in the social network mining [85]. Much more work remains to be done
so that the SOM could be directly applied to the intereactome data. Since the networked da‐
ta are primarily represented as an adjacent matrix, the SOM of the matrix data (rather than
the vectors) seems to be possible too [86].
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